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threatened by the restoration of parliament in 1659, but here
the unanimity ended. That the junior officers should have
compelled their leaders to force the protector to abdicate, in-
stead of retaining him as a mere figurehead as their seniors
wished, showed clearly the divisions within the army itself.
Indeed there was no love lost between the lower ranks and
their superior officers. The latter were often absent from their
regiments for months, and even years, together, and so were
completely out of touch with the men they nominally com-
manded. Moreover they tended to cast off the role of soldiers
and to assume the part of territorial magnates. These 'grandees'
had feathered their nests successfully from the public offices
they had held; and their affluence, which contrasted ill with
the poverty of the lower ranks, was the more unpopular because
partly acquired at the expense of the common soldier. Some
of them, like Lambert, were said to have made fortunes by
purchasing from necessitous soldiers, at a heavy discount, the
right to receive their arrears of pay. This cleavage of interest
between senior and junior officers, and between the higher and
the lower ranks, became more and more important as time
went on.
The first task that confronted those who had engineered the
military revolution was to decide what form of government
should be substituted for the protectorate. The army leaders
seem to have been so taken aback by the unexpected overthrow
of their plan to retain Richard as the nominal head of the state
that they had no alternative to suggest; and again it was the
commonwealths-men who insisted upon and secured the recall
of the remnant of the Long Parliament whose sitting had been
'interrupted9 on 20 April 1653. Meetings were hurriedly
arranged with the most prominent members of the Rump, like
Vane, Hesilrige, and Ludlow, all staunch republicans.
No detailed account of these conferences has survived, but
the demands of the officers of the army were set forth in the
petition they addressed to parliament on 12 May.1 Among
the terms were: that the government should be a common-
wealth without a single person at its head, or a house of peers;
that there should be an act of oblivion for all public acts com-
mitted since 19 April 1653; that all Christians should be allowed
the free profession of their faith, provided this liberty were not
1 Old Parliamentary History, xxi. 400-5.
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